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Abstract—Median type filters take the main stream in suppressing impulse noise, and the Laplacian distribution 
assumption lays the basis for it. We however demonstrate in this paper that the Gaussian distribution assumption is more 
preferable than Laplacian distribution assumption in suppressing impulse noise, especially for high noise densities. This 
conclusion is supported by numerical experiments with different noise densities and filter models 
 
Index Terms—Median filter, Impulse noise, Salt and pepper noise, Gaussian distribution, Laplacian distribution. 
 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Median type filters are well known as the effective methods to suppress impulse noise which often arises from sensor damage, 
malfunctioning or timing errors in signal acquisition [1]. Suppressing impulse noise routinely includes two stages - noise detection 
and noise removal [2-4]. The Standard Median Filter (SMF) is ineffective in the cases with high noise densities, and often severely 
suffers from detail loss and artifacts [5]. Adaptive Median Filter (AMF) was proposed in [6] to improve the performance of median 
filter by only replacing corrupted pixel values by median values while leaving uncorrupted pixels unchanged. Additionally, the 
AMF recursively enlarges the filter window until one uncorrupted median is identified. The Decision Based Algorithm (DBA) 
proposed in [7] is similar to the AMF method except that DBA replaces the corrupted pixel value by a neighborhood pixel value 
when the median is tagged as a corrupted pixel. In [8], a method named Modified Decision Based Unsymmetric Trimmed Median 
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Filter (MDBUTMF) was developed to improve DBA method by removing uncorrupted pixels in median calculation and setting the 
corrupted pixel value to mean of the selected window when all the window elements are corrupted. To achieve edge-preserving 
noise suppression, Chan and Nikolova put forward in [9] a two-phase algorithm which includes a SMF based noise detection and an 
edge-preserving term regularized optimization. In [10], a multi-scale adaptive median-based filtering was developed to suppress 
salt-and-pepper noise. 
Laplacian distribution is the basis assumption for the median operation in median type filters [11]. But in fact, the exact 
distribution for the 2D neighboring intensities is always unknown. Large variance or error will be produced if unsuitable 
distribution assumption is chosen. In this paper we would argue that Gaussian distribution assumption (for average filter) 
theoretically allows a better estimation of corrupted points than the Laplacian distribution assumption (for median filter). A 
thorough analysis based on simple median and average filters is presented in both 1D and 2D domain. This paper is organized as 
follows: in section II, we analyze and compare the MLE using Gaussian and Laplacian distributions under different noise levels. 
Comparative experimental results are given in section III. Section IV concludes this paper with a brief description of its 
contributions and some open questions for future work.  
II.  LAPLACIAN OR GAUSSIAN DISTRIBUTION 
Based on the theory of statistical estimation, the sample median corresponds to the maximum likelihood estimators of locations for  
independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) observations obeying the Laplacian distributions with probability density function 
(pdf) shown in Fig.1 [11]. Let 1,...., Nx x  be N  i.i.d. Laplacian distributed observations with unknown location parameter  and 
the same variance 22 , the MLE of  is denoted by ˆ , which maximizes the likelihood function: 
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Maximizing the likelihood function (1) is equivalent to minimizing (2): 
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Minimizing (2) with respect to   leads to the simple median ˆ =  1MEDIAN ,...., Nx x  [12]. Here for an ordered list, the 
MEDIAN operator is defined as producing the middle value for odd value numbers or the arithmetic mean of the middle two 
observations for even value numbers. Assuming the Laplacian distribution of the observations in the 3 3  window, the 2D median 
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filtering of the center pixel value   is in fact the maximizer of the likelihood function with respect to each location parameter 
 [13].  
  
Fig. 1. The probability density functions for Laplacian and Gaussian distributions. 
 
Likewise, assuming the Gaussian distribution shown in Fig. 1, we can build the likelihood function in (3). 
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The value   minimizing (3) leads to the average operator: 
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Then we can easily obtain the variance 2  of   : 
2 2= N                                                                                           (5) 
Here, equation (5) shows that the variance estimation for Gaussian distribution decreases linearly with the available observation 
numbers.  
It is however nontrivial to estimate the variance of the median ˆ as the MLE for Laplacian distributions. In [14], an equation 
shown in (6) was derived to approximate the variance  2ˆ  of median ˆ = MEDIAN ( 1,...., Nx x ): 
 2 2ˆ 0.5-N                                                                                (6) 
where 22 is the variance of Laplacian distributed observations 1,...., Nx x . And in [16], Lee and Tantaratana proposed a more 
precise variance approximation for median: 
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III. SIMULATED EXPERIMENT 
A. 1D Simulation 
Median and average operators respectively lead to the MLE ˆ  and  of location parameter   for Gaussian and Laplacian 
distributions. Equations (5) and (7) unveil that the variances  for the ˆ  and   are in reciprocal ratio of the observation number N. 
Fig. 2 (a) plots the variances with respect to the observation number N when applying median and average operators to estimate the 
true   for the simulated Gaussian and Laplacian distributed random values. We set the true   and variance to 0 and 1 to give 
typical simulations of Gaussian and Laplacian distributed random values, and 71 10  points are generated for each observation to 
alleviate the randomness in simulation. The variance 2 of the MLE for the simulation is calculated via (8): 
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 (8) 
where M denotes the total 71 10 simulations for each observation, and   corresponds to the estimation ˆ  or  which are 
obtained by applying median or average operators on the N observations in each of the 71 10 simulations.   is the mean of   for 
all the 71 10 simulation, and can be considered a good estimation of the true location parameter (  approaches the true value if the 
simulation number increases to infinity). For even observation numbers, we calculate the median ˆ  as the arithmetical mean of the 
two middle-valued data. Fig. 2 (a) shows that, for both median and average operators, estimation variances drop when more 
observations are available. We also note in Fig. 2 (a) that median operator on the matched Laplacian simulation leads to a little 
lower variance than average operator on the matched Gaussian simulation.   
For practical situation the distribution assumptions should be chosen based on the properties of the target data. Using 2D impulse 
noise suppression as an example, the average filtering is applicable for regions of smooth intensity variation (e.g. backgrounds), 
and the median filtering is suitable for restoring regions with rapid intensity variation (e.g. edges). Unfortunately, we often have no 
prior distribution knowledge of the data to be estimated. Large variance or error will be produced if unsuitable distribution is 
assumed.  
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Fig. 2. The calculated variances ( 2ˆ  and 2 ) of  ˆ  and   with respect to observation number N for the following two cases. (a) and (b) correspond to  matched 
and unmatched operations, respectively: (a) applying median operator to Laplacian distributed random values (red), and applying average operator to Gaussian 
distributed random values (blue). (b) applying average operator to Laplacian distributed random values (blue), and applying median operator to Gaussian 
distributed random values (red).  
Fig. 2 (b) illustrates the calculated variances 2  and 2ˆ  when respectively applying average and median operators on 
simulated Laplacian and Gaussian distributed random values. Referring to the result in Fig.2 (a), we can note in Fig.2 (b) a 
significant variance increase when applying median operator to the unmatched Gaussian distributed data. On the contrary, the 
variance stays unchanged if we apply average operator to the unmatched Laplacian distributed data.  
B. 2D Simulation 
From above we know that, with unmatched distribution assumptions, larger variance can be induced by median operator than 
average operator. Median based filtering has long been considered the first choice in estimating unknown pixels contaminated by 
impulse noise.  Now a natural wondering is whether average operator can also outperform median operator in estimating 2D pixels. 
We replace the above 1D median and average operators by 2D median and average filters, and the above 1D vectors   and x  are 
changed to neighboring pixels in 2D domain. The above N observations are then transformed to 2D neighboring pixels within 
filtering window. For brevity, this 2D filtering window is also denoted by N, and set to 3 3  size in this simulation. We chose four 
512 512  grayscale images (Lena, Plane, Peppers and Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) brain images in Fig.3 (a)-(d)). The 
original intensity intervals of Lena, Plane and Peppers and the MRI images are (0, 255). We added salt-and-pepper noise with 
(a) 
(b) 
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density varying from 0% to 90% (10% increments) to simulate different observation numbers. Pixels corrupted by salt-and-pepper 
noise have pre-known intensities 255 or 0. Only pixels with intensities other than 255 or 0 in the filter windows are considered 
uncorrupted and involved in estimation. Pixel values are kept unchanged if the current pixels are found uncorrupted or all the pixels 
are corrupted in filter window. We evaluate the estimation by MSE (mean squared error): 
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where, j and jI  denote the  pixel values in the restored image and the original clean image. M  is the total pixel number. 
Fig. 4 (a)-(d) plot the calculated MSE with respect to noise densities when applying median and average filters to estimate 
corrupted pixels. We can see in Fig. 4 that as noise density increases (noise density increases from 10% to 90%) the average 
filtering leads to restorations with significantly lower MSE than median filtering for all the four test images. This confirms the 
result in Fig. 2 again that median operator tends to produce large estimation error when the inherent intensity distribution is 
unknown. Restoration performances are quantitatively measured by the peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) and the structural 
similarity index comparisons (SSIM) in [15]: 
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where,  and I  denote the restored image and the original true image.  m and Im  denote the mean intensities of images  and 
I ,  and I are the standard deviation of images  and I , I  is the covariance of images  and I , 21 1 )(K Lc  and 
2
2 2 )(K Lc   with  L  the dynamic range of the pixel values (255 for 8-bit grayscale images), 1K and 2K  are set to 0.01 and 0.03 as 
suggested in [15]. 
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                                                                       Fig. 3. Test images (a) Lena (b) Plane (c) Peppers and (d) MRI images. 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 4. The MSE versus noise densities when applying median and average  filters  to estimate the corrupted pixels in the four test images in Fig.3. 
Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 illustrate the restoration results of Lena and MRI images with 10% to 90% noise densities for the above 
experiments with median and average filters. Zoomed image parts are given, and the calculated PSNR and SSIM values with 
respect to the original images are listed in the below captions. Fig. 5 (a) and Fig. 6 (a) are the original image parts for reference. We 
can find that average  filter works better than the median filter method for almost all the noise densities, and this advantage becomes 
bigger as noise density increases (over 2.5dB PSNR increasement for 90% noise density). The median filter only provides slightly 
(c)  (d) 
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higher PSNR values than average filter for 30% noise density. The results in Fig.5 and Fig.6 are found consistent with the results in 
Fig.4. Significantly better structure restoration and less introduced artifacts can be seen in the average filter results than the median 
filter results for high noise densities (see the arrows). 
 
 
 
   PSNR=10.66dB,SSIM = 0.0561   PSNR=33.99dB,SSIM = 0.9468   PSNR=34.38dB,SSIM = 0.9511 
   PSNR=8.49dB,SSIM=0.0248      PSNR=30.39dB,SSIM = 0.8823   PSNR=31.55dB,SSIM = 0.9020 
    PSNR=7.03dB,SSIM = 0.0121     PSNR=26.35dB,SSIM = 0.75      PSNR = 28.32dB,SSIM = 0.8091  
   
 PSNR = 5.93dB,SSIM=0.0057    PSNR = 20.61dB,SSIM=0.5156   PSNR=23.41dB,SSIM=0.6130 
Fig. 5. Restoration results for Lena image (30%-90% noise densities). (a) the original image; (b), (c), (d) and (e) are the corrupted images with 30%, 50%, 70% and 
90% noise densities; (b1), (c1), (d1), (e1) are the median filter processed images of the noisy images in (b), (c), (d) and (e); (b2), (c2), (d2), (e2) are the average filter 
processed images of the noisy images in (b), (c), (d) and (e). 
 
(a) 
(b) (b1) (b2) 
(c) (c1) (c2) 
(d) (d1) (d2) 
(e) (e1) (e2) 
Median filter Average filter
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    PSNR = 9.86dB,SSIM=0.0804      PSNR=30.87dB,SSIM=0.9269      PNSR=31.87dB,SSIM = 0.9328 
    PSNR=7.72dB,SSIM=0.0431        PSNR=26.13dB,SSIM=0.8485      PSNR=28.05dB,SSIM=0.0.87 
    PSNR=6.19dB,SSIM=0.0243        PSNR=20.97dB,SSIM=0.7026      PSNR=23.94dB,SSIM = 0.7590 
    PSNR=5.07dB,SSIM=0.0094        PSNR=13.74dB,SSIM=0.3849      PSNR=16.80dB,SSIM = 0.5155 
Fig. 6. Restoration results for MRI image (30%-90% noise densities). (a) the original image; (b), (c), (d) and (e) are the corrupted images with 30%, 50%, 70% and 
90% noise densities; (b1), (c1), (d1), (e1) are the median filter processed images of the noisy images in (b), (c), (d) and (e); (b2), (c2), (d2), (e2) are the average filter 
processed images of the noisy images in (b), (c), (d) and (e). 
IV. CONCLUSION 
The exact distribution for the 2D neighboring intensities is always unknown in pixel estimation. Tough median based filters are 
widely used in suppression impulse noise, this paper provides some clue that Gaussian distribution based average filtering might be 
preferable to Laplacian distribution based median filtering in estimating missing data with unknown distribution. 
(a) 
(b) (b1) (b2) 
(c) (c1) (c2) 
(d) (d1) (d2) 
(e) (e1) (e2) 
Median filter Average filter
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We can also see in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 that the average filtering tends to produce artifacts in restoration. The reason might be that a 
simple non-discriminatively identical variance is used in (3).  Some discriminative weighting strategies or more complicated 
models should be considered to give more effective estimations [16-17]. A thorough comparison with some advanced 
median-based filters also needs to be performed.  
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